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The Assassins
Daniel Schorr

I
Everything about assassination seems
un-American. The word assassin comes
from "hashish," The first assassins,
almost a thousand years ago, were the
"hashrhashTh," the "hashish-users," a
fanatical Moslem sect in Persia who
considered murder of their enemies a
sacred duty. Violence may be, in the
words of the black militant H. Rap
Brown, "as American as cherry 'pie,"
but for most Americans political assassination was an Old World phenomenon
of bomb-throwing Bolsheviks and Balkan fanatics. Even though four presidents fell to assassins' bullets and others
were targets of assassination, the staff
of President Johnson's National Commission on Violence concluded in 1969
that the general pattern was not one of
conspiracy but of "freelance assassins in
varying states of mental instability."'
The wave of assassinations that cut
down, in less than a decade, President
Kennedy. Senator. Robert F. Kennedy,
Martin Luther King, Jr., Medgar Evers,
and Malcolm X must have made many
Americana wonder whether this alien
aberration was becoming a feature of
American life.

who had received American arms,
though it was unclear whether these
were the guns used.
In 1963, against Ngo Dinh Diem, His
repressive actions had led to fear of an
uprising in Vietnam. He was killed in a
generals' coup, supported by the CIA,
but without evidence that the United
States wanted him dead.
In 1970, against General Rene
Schneider, the Chilean army chief of
staff. He had stood in the way of a
CIA-supported military coup against
Allende. The CIA backed a plan to kidnap Schneider, but apparently did not
foresee that he would be killed when he
resisted abduction.
By the time of the coup against

and stay here until his problems are seeded.
June 18: Former presidents have
become involved in a game of political
football. Despite President Ford's admonition • against "Monday morning
quarterbacking" about presidential
responsibility for assassination plots,
Rockefeller has said on NBC's "Meet
the Press" that there was "Whitt House
knowledge and/or approval of all major
undertakings." Senator Goldwater has
said he wouldn't he surprised if President Kennedy knew all about plots
against Castro. Senator Church: "I will
have no part in pointing a ringer of
guilt toward any former president, none
of whom are alive today." (He has

I

n the summer of 1975, there was the
nagging suspicion that for same
Americans, in some shadowy recess of
government, the idea of assassination
had long been a way of life Because of
this, Senator Church's committee, pushing on with the investigation of intthigence abuses from which President
Ford had recoiled, found itself enveloped in tension. The CIA felt
threatened by an assault on its deadliest
secrets. The White House saw America's
reputation in the world endangered.
Senators_ found themselves walking a
tightrope across an abyss of dark deeds
plotted under two Democratic and two
Republican presidents. And, if all this
were not painful enough, they would
end up with the nightmarish question of
whether assassination cast unon the
Cuban waters might somehow have returned to Dallas.
Under Presidents Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson, and Nixon the CIA had
been involved, in varying degrees, in
plots and coups against at least eight
foreign leaders.'
In 1960, against Lumumba. He had
threatened to bring Soviet troops into
the Congo. Plans had been made,
poisons shipped, access to Lumumba
sought. But he was killed by others
before the CIA plans could be realized.
In 1961, against the Dominican dictator Trujillo. His brutality had inspired
fear of another Castro-style revolution.
He was killed by Dominican dissidents.
'See Hugh Davis Graham' and Ted
Robert Gurr, "Violence in America—
Vol, I, Historical and Comparative
Perspectives. A Staff Report to the National Commission on the Causes and
Prevention of Violence" (US Government Printing Office, June 1969).
'The eight Mors are described in the
report of the Senate Intelligence Committee. "Alleged Assassination Plots Involving Foreign Leaders—An Interim
Report," November 20, 1975 (Assassinations Report, hereafter AR), pp. 260264, 13.70, 191-215, 217-223, 225-254
dn.
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Allende in 1973, the CIA claimed it had
"separated" Itself from the military
plots against him.
There was evidence that some thought
had been given, at various times, to the
assassinations of President Francois
Duvalier of Haiti and President Sukarno
of Indonesia. both of whom died In the
early Seventies of apparently natural
Causes.
of
The chief target was Fidel Castro
territory

Cuba—the closest to American
and the closest to America's trauma.
Castro became the subject of much of
the goings and comings of an estraordinary variety of witnesses before
Senator Church's committee, which had
moved, for the purpose, into the most
sec= hearing room on Capitol Hill—
the windowless penthouse of the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy. Some of
the activitks surrounding the closed
hearings are described in my journal:
June 13: Helms is back from Iran and
before the Senate committee. To avoid
reporters. he goes up the side stairs to
the closely guarded bearing room,
Senator Mansfield suggests on • the
Senate floor that Helms should stop
shuttling back and forth from Teheran

(aweless, of course, that Nixon lives.)
June 20: Sam Giancana of the
Chicago Mafia was killed last night. He
was to have been a witness before the
Senate committee to be asked about his
part in the CIA plots against Castro.
His one-time lieutenant, John Rosselli,
subpoenaed for next Tuesday, is alreadyin Washington, hiding out. Rossetti's
lawyer quotes him as saying he doesn't
think Giancana's murder was connected
with his prospective Senate testimony.
Vice Chairman John Tower, presiding
over today's hearing, says, "The committee, of course, notes with interest
that Mr. ' Cancan was done away
with." Colby, after testifying, says the
CIA certainly had nothing to do with
Giancana's murder.
Trying to find John Rosselli, we call
all the Washington hotels. There's a
John Rossetti registered at the
Watergate. The telephone in his room is
answered by a man who says, "Mr.
Rossetti is out playing golf," assuring
me that this Mr. Rosselli is it businessman from Florida who knows
nothing about the CIA or crime.
Maybei
June 24: This is the morning Rosselli
is supposed to testify. At 7:45 AM I try
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the Watergate again. Same voice, but
this time he answers to his name. Says
he's waiting to hear from his lawyers
about when he goes before the Senate
committee. I offer to supply the information because it's on the committee
calendar. He says. "Let my lawyers do
it. I pay them enough." Adamant about
no interview, no picture.
The committee cooperates by slipping
Rossetti. with Capitol Police escort, up
the back stairs, and later out through an
unannounced exit. By having several
camera crews and with walkie-talkie
communications, we manage to catch
him getting into his car, so there are
pictures for the evening news. Later,
Senator Church indkates that Rossetti
has told a vivid but incomplete story
about trying to kill Castro. Missing are
the names of gangland associates, which
he refuses to give, and the identities of
those who set the whole thing in modon, which he does not know.
June 26: In a briefing outside the
hearing room, Senator Church says
there will be a report but no open hearings on assassination plots because the
committee doesn't want E0 "held this
sordid story before the world." Vice
Chairman Tower adds puckishly, "I
might say further that the matter of assassinations might be viewed in a
broader context of other options that
might have been available within the
proscriptions of certain policy guidelines." When I say I'm not sure I
understand him. Tower says, "Well,
perhaps that's good."
Jury 18: Senator Church. at one of
his regular posthearing briefings, says,
"The agency (the CIA] may have been
behaving like a rogue elephant on a
rampage." Church, now obviously nurturing presidential dreams, would find
life more comfortable If he could exonerate the Kennedys and pin all the assassination plots on Helms and his
cloak-and-dagger band.
July 20: On CBS's "Face the Nation," Senator Richard Schweiker. a
Republican on the Intelligence moonlike, disputes Church on the "rogue elephant" theory. "I think it's only fair to
say there was no direct evidence that exonerates presidents from assassination
attempts.... It's hard (or me to conceive that someone higher up didn't
know."
July 22: Lawrence Houston, retired
CIA general counsel, while on Capitol
Hill for testimony, Urea to be interviewed on film. He says that in 1962 he
briefed Attorney General Robert Kennedy about the CIA-Mafia plots to kW
Castro and that Kennedy's only reaction
was that "if we were going to get involved with the Mafia again, please
come to him first because our involvemost with the Mafia might impede his
drive against the Mafia in general crimebusting." Houston implies Kennedy
didn't object to the assassination plans
as such.

My 30: Senator George McGovern.
back from Cuba, holds a news conference to release a Castro book recounting twenty-four plots against him,
all allegedly CIA-inspired, the last of
them in 1971 when Castro visited Chile.
Confessions of would-be killers are
quoted, mostly Cubans. The weapons
pictured range from dynamite to a gun
TheNew York Review

-r 2
hidden in A television earners. McGovern notes that many of these plots
were hatched after President Kennedy's
Pledge, In return for Bay of Pigs
prisoners, to avoid future violence
against Cuba. McGovern says that
either the CIA acted en its own or
President Kennedy broke his promise.
Soon afterward, in another room of
the Senate Office Building. Robert
Maheu, who has just completed testifying, holds a news conference. The
termer Howard Hughes lieutenant, onetime FBI agent, has told the 'Senate
committee of his role in the anti-Castro
plots. Before the press his elaborate
gestures and long-windedness remind me
of W.C. Fields playing a con man.
Mahmes story boils down to this:
On the CIA payroll since 1954, he
was asked, in 1960, as part of the planning for the Bay of Pigs invasion, to
contact Rosselli to help remove Castro.
He holed -up in the Miami Beach Fontainebleau Hotel with Rossetti and Gian
cam, and there they planned how to
poison Castro in Havana. It all sounds
so silly that one wonders what kind of
nitwits ran the clandestine operations.
Foe his services. Mehra says he got
$500 a month, but claims that his real
motive was patriotism.
An interesting sidelight: Maheu says
that in 1966, when Howard Hughes
employed him in Las Vegas, his
employer ordered him to set up a big
covert operation for the CIA. Hughes
"wanted this kind of protection from
the government in case he ever became
involved in may serious problem with
any agency of the government" Mabee
does not explain whether Hughes
wanted the government vulnerable to
blackmail or just In his debt.

September

22: The investigation of
the plots to assassinate Castro has
developed strange and tenuous links to
the assassination of President Kennedy.
The Church committee has evidence that
the FBI destroyed a letter from Lee
Harvey Oswald threatening to blow up
the FBI office in Dallas if the bureau
didn't leave his wife alone.
Also, the National Archives has
declassified an FBI report on the Soviet
defector Lieutenant Colonel Yuri
Noscnko of the KGB. He had handled
the Oswald case in Moscow and defected to the United States in Geneva
ten weeks after the Kennedy awakinahlosenko told the FBI that the
KGB considered Oswald mentally abnormal. possibly an American agent,
and never tried to recruit him. When
Oswald turned up in the Soviet Embassy
in Mexico City in September 1963, trying to get a visa to return to Russia, the
KGB vetoed it. Nosenko also said that
after the Kennedy assassination.
Khrushchev ordered a crash KGB investigation to loam if Oswald had
returned to the United States in 1962
with any Soviet instructions, and was
relieved to get a negative answer.' John
McCone, who testified before the Warren Commission as CIA director In
1964, never mentioned Nowak°. McCone happens to be In Washington today and tells me in an interview that the
CIA didn't trust Nosenko at first •
because his coincidental defection
looked so suspicious, but now the agency accepts the story as true. Nostmko
was held incommunicado for three years
'See Staff Report to the Warren Commission, by William T. Coleman, Jr..
and W. David Slawson (hereafter CSR),
pp. 44-45. and appendix "Statement by
Yuri Ivanovich Nosenko."
October 13, 1972

'Pe

at the CIA's Camp Peary, Virginia. The
Rockefeller report, without giving his
name, cited his case as a gross example
of mistreatment of a defector.
Another document just released by
the Archives is the top-secret 1964
memorandum for the Warren Commission reviewing conspiracy theories. In it
William T. Coleman, Jr., and W. David
Slawson„ staff lawyers for the commission, traced Oswakl's pro-Castro activities in New Orleans and said, "Simple retaliation is a motive which must be
thoroughly considered" in the light of
Castro's record.' They suggested "additional investigation" along these lines,
not even knowing of the plots against
Castro. Coleman, stow secretary of
transportation, tells me on the phone
that he was satisfied, in the end, that
Oswald was not part of a conspiracy.
Steele', now at the University of
Southern California, says he would have
`CSR, p. 7.
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liked to see more investigation of passible influences on Oswald.
Senator Church says he is appointing
a subcommittee, with Senators Schweiher and Gary Hart, to conduct a specialinvestigation of what the CIA and FBI
told the Warren Commission—and what
they failed to tell. By an ironic coincidence. Senator Edward Kennedy appears before the Church committee today to testify that he is "morally certain" that neither of his brothers had
any role in the plots against Castro.
October 28: Senator Church states
that the White House is opposing the
release of the completed report on assassination plots—wen though President
Ford last June asked the committee to
'
conduct the inquiry.
November 2: Colby is fired by President Ford, along with Defense Secretary
Schlesinger. Under fire from Rockefeller
and Kissinger foe candor that con-

•
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Elaine Showahar
'Ought to be required reading for
anyone who cares about women
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—Erica long. The nos Angel*
Times Book Review 517.50

tributed to the troubles of Helms, Colby
had clearly been on the skids, but his
removal bad not been expected until the
congressional investigations were Finished.'
November .1: The Church committee
meets to consider a letter from President
Ford demanding that its assassination
report be held secret on the ground that
it would "remit in serious harm to the
national interest and may endanger individuals." The committee votes unanimously to release the report, but, as a
concession to Senators Tower and Goldwater. agrees first to give it to the
Senate in secret session. Senator
Church, denouncing the administration,
says, "Concealment Is the order of the
'Colby, Schlesinger's successor as CIA
director, visited him that afternoon in
his Virginia home, he later told me, and
Schlesinger remarked. "Well, Bill, it
looks as though Dick Helms outlasted
both of us."

THE PASSIONS AND
THE INTERESTS
Political Arguments for
Capitalism before its
?Humph
Albert 0. Hirschman
Hirschman weaves his subtle argument about the virtues of
moneymaking through two centuries of classic works of poitiral
economy "An extraordinarily
essay in the history of
ideas.'
—Alm Ryan, Oxford University
COlh, $10.00; Paperback, $2.95
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Carl von Clauseveitt
Edited and Translated by
Michael Howard and
Peter Pare

•
The most significant attempt in
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Causewitz are removed."
—The New Republic SIB.50
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day," and he has no doubt that Colby
was fired for Ming too forthcoming.
Colby is called before the committee,
' and, instead of walking briskly past our
stake-out as he usually does, pauses for
a brief otncamera interview. 1 ask if he
thinks he has been too candid about
disclosing his agency's past-sins. "No."
he says, "I don't think so. I think it
was best to get rid of the past and start
a transition to a future structure of intelligence under the Constitution." Colby has drawn the line more clearly than
ever before between his reformist philosophy and Kissinger-Helms secretiveness. Later, Senator Church calls Kissinger the moving force in the shake-up,
adding, "He is the prime minister, the
President taking care of the ceremonial
functions."

of the Bay of Pigs and thereafter," testified former Defense Secretary Robert
McNamara.' Between 1960 and 1965 the
clandestine services nurtured eight
separate plots to kill him, with various
mixtures of absurdity and ingenuity.'
They started, in March 1960, wanting
not to kill Castro. but just his public
image. In the next six months. as planning for the Bay of Pigs invasion proceeded. they discussed spraying Castro's
broadcasting studio in Havana with a
mood-altering chemical; arranging to get
him to smoke a cigar soaked with a
disorienting drug before delivering a
speech; dusting his shoes with thallium
salts, which was supposed to make his
beard fall out and thus cause him to
lose face, so to speak, with his worshiping citizens.' Speaking of worshiping.

November 4; As Colby is clearing off
his desk, he gets a call from the White
House. The president wants to see him
tomorrow and will ask him to stay on
for a couple of months. It seems that
Ford acted too hastily in thing Colby,
not realizing that the new nominee,
George Bush, ambassador in Peking,
cannot come bank in the midis of arranging a presidential visit to China.

my favorite plot—nonlethal—was what
someone in the CIA called "elimination
by illumination." It was dreamed up by
General Edward Lansdale, Robert Kennedy's coordinator for .the hidden war

own death, agreed to take a "calculated
risk," limited to possibilities that might
pass as accidental. The agent returned
from meeting Raul Castro, reporting he
had not been able to arrange the accident:"
Poison Cigars. In October 1960, expens In CIA's Technical Se-Vita Division completed work on treating a boa
of Castro's favorite cigars with a toxin
-so potent that "a person would die after
putting one in his mouth." In February
1961, the cigars were delivered to a contact in Havana. The files do not make
clear whether any attempt was made so
pass the cigars to Castro."
Mafia, ' Phase One. - In September
1960, Robert Mallets, whose private
detective agency was on CIA retainer,
was asked to contact John Rossetti. involved with the gambling syndicate, and
enlist his aid in an assassination plot.
Rossetti agreed to go to Florida and
recruit Cubans for the enterprise. To
assist him, Rossetti brought in Momo

Colby says okay—If it's understood that
he remains in full charge.
November 19: In the spherical-roofed
auditorium at CIA headquarters in
Langley, Colby calls one of his rare
news conferences. The assassination
report is due to go to the Senate tomorrow morning and then be publicly released. Colby demands the deletion of
the names of those who worked for the
CIA, saying, "Exposure of our people
to hostile and Irrational retaliation is
not within the tradition of our country." This must be to set the stage for
some kind of last-minute maneuver in
the Senate to block the report.
November 201 The names—which
strangely include Giancana, Rossetti.
and Maheu—are indeed the springboard
for a three-hour procedural debate in
secret session of the Senate. The
underlying issue is: Who decides what is
secret? Robert Griffin, the minority

whip, argues that confidential material
received from the president cannot be
released without presidential permission.
The Senate overrides him.
In the Senate Camas Room—Ervin
"Watergate country"—the intelligence
committee assembles far a news conference, without the dissenting Tower,
Goldwater, and Baker, to display its
first fruit—the first official report on
America's cloaked daggers. There is
some speechmaking. "We regard assassination plots as aberrations," says
Senator Church. -The United States
must not adopt she tactics of the
enemy." Senator Mondale says, "We're.'
not good at assassinations, and thank
God!" As the newt conference ends, I
stand up before my camera Mthe back
of the room to ad lib what will be the
close of my report for, the Cronkite
show.
"It turned nest as. Helms said," I condude, "that no foreign leader was
directly kilted by the CIA. But it wasn't
for want of trying."

II
Nothing says more about what was
wrong with the CIA—the James Bond
role-playing, the loss of touch with
reality, the intellectual incestuousness of
professionals shielded by their secrecy
from being held accountable—than the
grand obsession with Fidel Castro. "We
were hysterical about Castro at the time
16

against Castro. Never put into Mention, the plan was to spread the word in
Cuba of the Maniacal Second Coming
of Christ. with the corollary message
that Castro, the Antichrist, would have
to go. At the appointed time, American
submarines would surface off the coast,
sending up star shells, which would
presumably inspire the Cubans to rise
up against Castro.'
More serious—though hardly less
absurd—were the various plots an the
life of Castro unearthed by the Senate
Intelligence Committee.
The Accident Plot. In July 1960, the
Havana station chief of the CIA was,
startled to receive a message saying,
"Possible removal top three leaders is
receiving serious consideration at HQs,"
starting with Fidel Castro's brother,
Raul. A Cuban agent was to be offered
310,000 for "arranging an accident."
The agent, also promised a college
education for his children in case of bit

Salvatore "Sam" Giancana, the Chi
cage-based gangster, and •Santot Tref
ficante. the Cosa Nostra chief in Cuba
who made frequent trips between Miami
and Havana. (A comic sidelight was the
CIA wiretap Out on the telephone of
- Giancana's girlfriend. Phyllis McGuire,
in Las Vegas, because of his concern
about her fidelity—a wiretap discovered
by the FEI,. which then had to be
dissuaded from prosecuting. A scheme
evolved to have one of Trafficante's
agents put a poison pill in Castro's
drink. One batch of pills was rejected
because they would not dissolve in
water. A second batch was tested on
monkeys and found effective. In March
1961. Rossetti reported that the pills had
been delivered to an Official close to
Castro, his cooperation purchased by
kickbacks from the gambling interests.
The Cuban official reported, however,
that he had lost his position before he
could poison Castro's drink, and he
turned back the . pills with regrets.
Another effort was made to administer
the lethal pill through a contact in a
restaurant frequented • by Castro, but
Castro stopped going to the restaurant."
Mafia, Phase Two. in the shake-up
after the Bay of Pigs fiasco, a veteran

clandestine operator,. Bill Harvey, was
assigned to develop an "executive action
capability"—the disabling of foreign
leaders, with assassination as a "last
retort." In April 1962, Harvey reactivated the Rosseili operation, trying to
per the same Cuban who had failed so
ignobly before to try again with four
new poison pills for Castro, pills that
"would work anywhere and at any time
with anything." The pills got to Cuba—
along with guns and radios that the
Cuban had asked for. A three-man team
was slipped into Cuba to help "penetrate" Castro's bodyguard. The CIA
had put a price of 5150,000 on Castro's
head. When nothing had happened by
February 1963, Harvey called the whole
thing off—forgetting to withdraw the
reward offer. The reward for Rossetti,
who boasted of never having taken a
nickel for his patriotic contribution, was
that he was able to call on the CIA for
help whenever he was in trouble with
the law. This was often, since he was a
convicted extortionist and was pursued
by the Immigration and Naturalization
Service as an illegal alien. He had still
not been deported when, like Giancana,
he was murdered. In August 1976. his
body was found in an oil drum (bating
in the bay near Miami."
Seashell and Diving Suit. By early
1963, the CIA's assassination planners
were called "Task Force W," led now by
, a legendary seam agent, Desmond Fitzgerald. They worked on the idea of
creating an exotic seashell, rigged to explode, which would he deposited in an
area where Castro usually went skin diving. When that proved impractical, the
Technical Services people came up with
a diving suit, dusted inside with. a.
fungus that would produce a chronic
skin disease, its breathing tube contaminated with tuberculosis germs.' The
idea was that James Donovan. who was
going to Cuba far President Kennedy to
negotiate the release of Bay of Pigs
prisoners, would unwittingly present the
diving suit to Castro as a present.
. Donovan was so unwitting that, on his
own initiative, he presented Castro with
a different diving suit." .

Thi Inside Mart. Starting in 1961, the
CIA had been developing its most prized
"asset"—a disgruntled official still close
to Castro. By the end of the summer of
1963. having given up on the American
underworld, the agency turned to him for
an "inside job" of assassination.
His code name was AtAll-ASH. (His
closest associate wits, Of course.
Ahr ;WHIP.) Tbr real name of AMfLASH
is Rolando Cubda Secedes. a -physician
and army major (Cuba's highest rank),
who had led the Castro guerrillas in the
Escambruy Mountains. After the overthrow of the Batista dictatorship,
Cubela served briefly as deputy minister
of interior, then left the government to
head the Federation of University
Students. As soon as he got his medical
degree in 1962, he was named director
"AR, pp. 82-85. aS nn. 1.4. In The
New York Votes of February 25, 1977,

'AR, p.72.

"AR, p. 73.

Nicholas Cage reported that Rossetti
had beets killed by members of the
underworld as a direct result of his
testimony before the Senate Intelligence
Committee, "his murder approved by
the commission of bosses that sets
policy for the swensyisix Mafia families
in this country." According to Gage's
sources, Giancana, on the other hand,
was not killed because of his planned
testimony, but "because he tried to
reassert his authority in Chicago after a
ten-year absence."

'AR. p. 142. rt. 2.

"AR. pp. 74-12.

"AR, pp. 85-96.

'AR, p. 142, rt. I.
'AR. p. 71. The CIA dismaimed credit
for the twenty-four plots that Castro
had told Senator McGovern about. In
nine of those cases, the agency admitted
"operational relationships" with some
of the individuals, "but not for the purpose of assassination."AR, p.71, n.

l.

"AR, pp. 72-73.

The New York Review

of a large hospital. Castro apparently
regarded him as too unstable, extremist,
and violence-prone to remain a member
of the ruling revolutionary directorate.
Major Cubela was also sent on frequent
missions abroad—such as attending an
international conference of students in
Paris. This made it easy for the distilfected revolutionary to establish contact
with the CIA.
In periodic discussions with his CIA
"case officer," a plan began to evolve
for the assassination or Castro. Dr.
Cubela wanted American support in the
form of weapons and an invasion. The
clandestine negotiations, in obscure
places in Paris, Madrid and elsewhere.
most on until the summer of 1962, than
lapsed for a year.
On Saturday:September 7, 1963, AM/
LASH met, again with his CIA contact.
Afterward, the case officer reported to
headquarters that, with US support,
AM S LASH was ready to organize
Castro's overthrow."
That night a strange thing happened.
Fidel Castro, who rarely went to foreign
embassies, showed up unexpectedly at
the Brazilian National Day reception at
the Brazilian Embassy and made an Offthetuff speech accusing the CIA and
President Kennedy of plotting against
him. Castro was quoted as saying, "Let
Kennedy and MS brother Robert take
care of themselves since they, too, can
be the victims of an attempt which will
cause their death."
During the reception, Castro gave an
interview to Daniel Harker, correspondent for the Associated Press, accusing
the United States of "aiding terrorist
plans to eliminate Cuban leaders" and
threatening to retaliate. The interview
was published in American papers on
Monday.,Seprem her 9, and struck most
readers as typical Latin Communist
rhetoric about imaginary plots." In
Washington, a medium-level interagency
"Cuban Coordinating Committee" met
to analyze the implications of Castro's
threat. None of those present knew of
the real basis for Castro's charge about
American plans to "eliminate Cuban
leaders," with the possible exception of
the delegate from the CIA. The committee compiled a memorandum concluding
that a "likely" possibility was an attempt to kidnap or assassinate an
American official somewhere in Latin
America. It considered "attacks against
US officials" within the United States
"unlikely.""
The CIA planning with AMOLASH
went on undeterred by Castro's warning. His CIA contact told him that his
proposal for a coup, starting with
Castro's assassination, was under consideration at the "highest levels."" Major Cubela asked for a meeting with
Robert Kennedy to get personal assurance of American support." Instead,
Desmond Fitzgerald, the head of the
Cuban operation, arranged to meet with
him in Paris on October 29 as Attorney
"The CIA's plat using Dr. Cubela is
documented in the following sources:
AR, pp. 86-90; The New York Times,
"Havana Accuses Seven of Plotting
With CIA Agents to Assassinate Castro." March 6, 1966: Senate Select
Committee to Study Governmental Activities with Respect to intelligence Activities, Final Report, Book V (hereafter
SIC-V), pp. 13-14.
"For Castro's speech and interview, see
SIC-V. pp. 41. 14, 14, n. 18.
"SIC-V, pp. 15-16.
"S1C-V, p. 17.

General Kennedy's "personal representative."" Fitzgerald recklessly ignored
warnings from CIA security experts that
this direct contact by a ranking
American intelligence official was risky.
A counterintelligence offices' thought the
whole operation was "nonsense" and
"counter-productive" and that AM/
LAIR'S "bona tides were subject to
question.""
Accompanied by the Spantsh-speaking
CIA case officer, Fitzgerald, introduced •
under an alias, told Major Cassia duo
the US would provide support only after
a successful coup. The major asked for
an assassination weapon—preferably a
high-powered rifle with telescopic sight.
He also wanted a more sophisticated
weapon that might give him a chance to
kill Castro at close range without getting
caught. CIA technicians went to work
"SIC-V. pp. 17-18; AR, p. 87.

"SIC-v, p. 17.

fashioning a ballpoint pen concealing a
hypodermic needle "so fine that the victim would not nMice its insertion."" It
took a little longer than expected to
'make that exotic weapon and Major
Cubela, planning to leave Paris for
Havana on November 20, was asked to
wait fora meeting on November 22,"
At the November 22 meeting Fitzgerald called attention to a speech President Kennedy had made four days
earlier, which the CIA official said he
had helped to draft. He said the president had called the Castro government
"a small band of conspirators," whose
removal would assure Cuba of
American support for progressive goals.
That, he told Cubela, was the signal of
"The details of Fitzgerald's meeting ma
the CIA's work on the weapon are
documented in: SIC-V. pp. 17 e. 32. 18.
19; AR, pp. Ii n. 3. 83.
"SIC-V. p. 19.

the president's support for a coup. It
was a gross distortion of a speech in
which Kennedy had actually extended a
hand of friendship to Castro on condition the Cuban regime cease subversive
efforts in other Western Hemisphere
countries."
Cuticle was given the poison pen and
told that he could fill it with a commercial poison, "Black Leaf 40." An air
drop of high-powered rifles with telescopic sights at a prearranged plate in
Cuba was promised."
A chillingly laconic CIA memorandum records, "Fitzgerald left the
meeting to discover that President Kennedy had been assassinated. Because of
this fact, plans with Am f LASH
changed....'"'
"SIC-V, pp. 19-20; AR 88-89.
"AR, pp. 8889; SIC-V, p. 20.
"AR, p. 89.
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In Dallas, President

Kennedy lay dead
from an assassin's bullet. In Paris. a
high CIA armlet purporting to represent the president's brother (there is no
evidence that Robert Kennedy knew)
was meeting with a prospective assassin
of Fidel Castro. Its Havana, at the same
moment, Castro was meeting with a
French journalist, Jean Daniel. bearing
a message from President Kennedy of
his with to explore ways of improving
relations." No Hollywood scenario
could match the irony—and the madness—pf this triangle.
How could such things be? Had
President Kennedy been pursuing a
"two-track" policy of offering Castro
friendship while plotting'his murder? Cr
were the cloak.and-dagger people. in
Senator Church's words. off like a
"On the coinciding events in Dallas.
Paris, and Havana, see: AR, pp. 72, 59,
174; SIC-V, p. 31,

"rogue elephant" on a singular private
rampage? The mountains of testimony
and documents Indicate that these things
could be because the CIA—proceeding
on what it claimed as previous -general
authorisation"—kept its incessant plat..
ting secret. ostensibly to spare the White
House embarrassment. The Kennedy administration, while exploring for cm
months the idea of accommodation with
Castro, had kept- that initiative confined
to a few trusted individuals, none of
them in the CIA.
For CIA professionals. deceiving the
US government was almost as natural as
deceiving - the US public." The
customary tactic was to tell higher
authority of the operation in the past.
nor the one in progress. in May 1962.
"The following account of CIA deception or other government agencies is
documented in: AR. pp. 153, 266-267.
268. 269, 150, 173, 131434, 171, 89-90;
SIC-V, pp. 7740.

Robert Remaly was briefed on Phase
One of the Maas plot. but not Phase
Two—despite his demand to be told
neat time. In 1966, Helms told Secretary
of State Dean Rusk in a memorandum
that the agency was not involved with
AndfLeSH in a plot to assassinate Fidel
Castro," That, Helms admitted under
senate questioning ten years later, was
"Inaccurate," Despite the Kennedy
Sassinatinr4 contact with AsdaAsti for
the ataassination of Castro was resumed
a year later—and continued until June
1965, when it was ended only because it
was finally judged to he compromised:
the FBI had found out about It in.
dependently." Yet when President
"Although 1965 marked the end of
anti-Castro plots as far as recorded in
Senate reports, new charges were made
by Castro in October 1976. Before a rally in Havana's Revolutionary Square. he
blamed the CIA for an explosion on a
Cuban Airlines plane in Barbados that
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"I believe it was the policy at the
time to try to get rid of Castro and
if killing him was one of the things
to be done In this connection, that
was within what was expected,—
Any of us would have found it very
difficult to discuss assassinations
with the president of the US. I
believe we an had the feeling that
we're hired to keep these things ow
of the Oval Office.— No member
of the Kennedy administration
...ever told me that assassination
-was proscribed or over referred to
(it) in that fashion.... Nobody ever
said that (assassination) was ruled
out.— Nobody wants to embarrass
the president of the United States
by discussing assassination of
foreign leaders in his presence.""
Every surviving intimate has testified
that President Kennedy did not want assassination. but somewhere amid all the
winks and nada and euphemisms about
"getting rid or and "eliminating."
something had none off the rails.
McNamara acknowledged a dilemma
when he testified before the Senate committee. On the one hand, he said, "I
know of no major action taken by the
CIA during the time that i was in
government that was not properly

BY WILLIAM McNAMARA

Simply Sane

Johnson demanded a report in 1967.
Helms told him only about AMILASH
during the Kennedy administration. not
about the revived plotting during his
own administration." Major CRbOk has
already confessed his role as a CIA
agent at his public trial in Havana in
March 1966, asking a death sentence
("To the wall! To be executed is what 1
want!"). lie was sentenced to thirty
years' imprisonment after Castro had
opposed execution."
Had the CIA been acting on its own
volition, and then deliberately deceiving
one president after another about its
murderous activities? in extensive inter.
rogation before the Senate Intelligence
. Committee behind closed doors.
Richard Helms sought to explain and
justify.
There was, he said, "Intense" pressure by the Kennedy administration to
overthrow Castro.

•

had killed seventy-three persons, and
asserted that the CIA had also renewed
attempts on his life in retaliation for
Cuban- involvement in the war in
Angola. Castro read what he described
as the text of a message to a CIA agent
in Havana asking for the itinerary of his
proposed travels outside Cuba. The
message, he said, was obtained through
a double agent recruited ten years
before by the CIA who had kept the
Cuban government "fully informed."
He added that he was willing to end the
usefulness of this agent because of the
"value of revealing the conduct and activities of the CIA." Secretary Kissinger
stated that "no ont in contact with the
American government" had anything to
do with the sabotage of the Plane, but
the US government had no comment on
the alleged message to Havana, (For
Castro's statement, see the Woshinvon
Pont, "Cuba Voids Hijack Post," October 16, 1976.)
.•AR. p.179.
"For Cubela's confession, see The New
York Timer. March 8. 1966. In fairness
it must he said that Communist "show
trials" were not taken seriously in those
days. A New York now editorial on
March 7. 1966. said. "Premier Castro
blames the United States Contra? lm
telligence Agency, but that Is a stock
Charge"
"AR. pp. 141.150, I19.120.
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The New. York Review

authorized by senior officials." On the
other hand, every senior official he
knew was opposed to assassination. So,
he concluded, "I find It almost inconceivable that the assassination attempts were carried on during the Kennedy administration without the senior
members knowing it, and I understand
the contradiction that this carries with
respect to the facts.""
All the talk did not change the fact
that President Kennedy, in whose name
rite CIA had tried to kill Premier
Castro, was dead—at the hands of an
avowed admirer of Castro named Lee
Harvey Oswald.

III
One investigation breeds another. The
exposure of the plots to assassinate
Castro raised new questions about the
assassination of President Kennedy.
Was there a connection? Why had the
Warren Commission not been told
about the anti-Castro plots? That
became the subject of the final report of
the Senate intelligence Committee—at.
wally filed by Senators Richard
Schweiker and Gary Hart in June 1976.
after the committee had disbanded. It
unveiled a strange and sinister cover-up.
CIA Director John McCone, appear.
ing before the Warren Commission in
lime 1964, accompanied by his deputy,
Helms, was asked by Congressman
Gerald Ford, a member of the commission, whether he had "full authority" to
disclose any information in the CIA
files. "That is right," said McCann, including "all information of every nature
in our fins or in the minds of employees."
Questioned about any possible conspiracy, foreign or domestic, Russian or
Cuban, McCone answered that an investigation had turned up "no evidence
to support such an assumption." Helms
went so far as to assure Ford that "we
haven't stopped our inquiries" and that
anything subsequently learned would be
forwarded to the commission.

Ford: In other words, the case isn't
closed.

Helms: It is not closed as far as we
are concerned.— I would assume
the case will never be closed."
That turned out to be true in ways
that Helms may not have anticipated. In
July 1975, he was before the Senate Intelligence Committee behind closed
doors, being questioned by Senator
Robert Morgan of North Carolina.

Morgan:... You had been part of ass
assassination plot against Castro?

Helms: I was aware that there had
been efforts rnade.to get rid of him
by these means.

Morgan: ...You were charged with
furnishing the Warren Commission
information from the CIA, information that you thought feleyant?
Hems: No, sir. I was instructed to
reply to inquiries from the Warren
Commission for information from
the Agency. I was not asked to initiate any particular thing.
Morgan:...In other words,- if you
DAR. p. 158.
"For the testimony of Helms and McCone, see the Warren Commission Hearings. Vol. 5, pp. 122.124, published by
the Government Printing Office, Washington, DC, November 1964; see also
p. 77.

October. 13, 1977.

weren't asked for it, you didn't give
it.

Helms: That's right, sir."
It was worse than that. The CIA had
been asked and had evaded giving the
information. Still worse, there was
evidence that it actively planned to pre.
vent its "Cuban connection" from coming out.
A possible "Cuban connection"
should have been a natural line of inquiry for the Warren Commission.
After III, Oswald had been arrested in
New Orleans in August 1963 for making
a scene while distributing leaflets for the
pro-Castro Pair Play for Cuba Commit.
tee. On a New Orleans radio program,
he had praised Cuba and defended
Castro. He had used the alias of "A.J.
Hidell" because it rhymed with Fidel,
p.70.

his wife. 'Marina, testified." Less than
two months before the assassination, in
late September, Oswald had visited the
Cuban consulate in Mexico City and
tried to get a visa. Staff lawyers Colernan and Slawson had emphasized in
their report that "the Cuban government might have been involved" in the
Kennedy assassination because it "had
ample reason to dislike and distrust the
government of the United States and the
late President in particular."". There
were, however, powerful forces in
government with disparate motives for
playing down the Cuban connection.
The Johnson administration had an
immediate concern about allaying
American panic over a possible conspiracy. Deputy Attorney General
"SIC-V, p.91; CSR, p. 90.
"S1C-V, pp. 4, 24. 25; CSR. pp. 91-92,
94-95, 90.

Nicholas K;bienbach wrote Presidential
Assistant Bill Moyers on November 25.
three days after the assassination,
"Speculation about Oswald's motivation
should be cut off, and we should have
some basis for rebutting the thought
that this was a Communist conspire-

The CIA—up to its neck in anti.
Castro 'plotting—had a special interest
in steering the investigation away from
the Cuban angle. The morning after the
Dallas assassination a cable went to the
AM/LASH case officer with orders to
"break contact." The same day, Deputy
Director Helms, while telling his subordinates that there would be full cooperation with the investigation of the Kennedy assassination, put the coordination
of information from the CA into the

e Ultimate
Tax Shelter
Tax experu are now referring to a
small, privately owned corporation as
"The Ultimate Tax Shelter." This is
especially true liner the passage of the
Tax Reform Act of 1976. This law
makes most former tax shelter, either
oboolete, or of little advantage. Investments affected include real estate, oil
and gas drilling, cattle feeding, movies,
etc. These former tax shelters have lost
their attractiveness. Aside from that,
them tax shelters required a large invest.
men. Only a small segment of the poem.
lation could benefit from them.
I've written a book showing how you
can form your own corporation. I've
taken all the mystery out of in Thoumnria of people have already used the
system for incorporation described in
the book, I'll describe how you may
obtain it without risk and with 'valuable
free bonus.
A corporation can be formed by any.
one at surprisingly- law cost. And the
government encourages people to incorporate, which is a little known fact. The
government has recognised the important role of small business in our COWL.
try. Through favorable legislation incorporating a small business, hobby, or
sideline u perfectly legal and ethicaL
There are numerous tax laws favorable
to corporate owner,. Some of them are
remarkable in this age of ever-inereasing
taxation. Everyone of us needs all the
tax shelter we can get!
Here are just a few of the advantages
' of having my book on Incorporating.
You can limit your personal liability.
All that is at stake is the money you
have invested. This amount can be zero
to a few hundred or even a few thousand
dollars. Your home, furniture, car,
savings, or other possessions are not at
risk. You can raise capital and still keep
control of your business. You can put
aside up to 25% of your income tax free.
If you desire, you may wish to set up
non-profit corporation or operate a tormansion anonymously. You will save
from 8300 to $1,000 simply by using
the handy tear-out forms included in the
book. All the things you need: certificate of incorporation, minutes, bylaws,
etc., including complete instructions.
There are still other advantages. Your
own corporation enables you to more
easily maintain continuity and facilitate
transfer of ownership. Tax free fringe
benefits can be arranged. You can set up
your health and life insurance and other
programs for you and your family
wherein they are tax deductible. Another
very important option available to you
through incorporation is a medical reini.

p. 23.

by
TED NICHOLAS

bursement plan (MRP), Under an MRP,
one of them with nothing. Beginning at
all medical, dental, pharmaceutical exage 22, I incorporated my first company .
penses for you and your family can bewhich was a candy manufacturing concome tax deductible to the corporation.
cern. Without credit or experience, I
An unincorporated person must exclude
raised $96,000. From that starting point
the first 3% of family's medical expenses
grew a chain of 30 store. I'm proud of
from a personal tax maim. For an indithe fact that at age 29 I was selected by
vidual awning 820,000 the first 8600
a group of businessmen as one of the
are not deductible.
outstanding businessmen in the nation.
Retirement plans, and pension and
As a result of this award, I received an
profit-sharing arrangements can be net
invitation to personally meet with the
up for you with far greater benefits than
*mittens of the United State.
those available to self-employed indiviI wrote my book, How To Form
duals.
Your Own Corporation Without A LawA word of caution. Incorporating
yer For Under $50. because I felt that
may not be for you right now. However,
many more people than otherwise would
my book will help you decide whether
could become the President of their
or net a corporation Lt for you now orbs
own corporations. As it has turned out,
the future. I review all the advantage'
a very high proportion of all the oorpoand disadvantages in depth. This choice
rations formed m America each month,
is yours after learning all the options. If
at the present time are using my book
you do decide to incorporate, it can be
to incorporate.
done by mail quickly and within 48
Just picture yourself in the position
hours. You never have to leave the priof President of your own corporetion.
vacy of your home.
My book gives you an the information
I'll also reveal to you some startling
you need to make your decision. Let
facto. Why lawyers often charge substanme help you make your business dreams
tial feed for incorporating when often
Come true.
they prefer not to, and why two-thirds
As a bonus for ordering my book
of the New York and American Stock
now, VII send you absolutely free a
Exchange companies incorporate in
portfolio of valuable information. It'.
Delaware.
called The !mom Plan" and normally
You may wonder how others have
sells for 89.95. It describe, a unique plan
successfully used the book. Not only
that shows you how- to convert most
a small unincorporated businen, but
any job into your own corporation.
joyable hobbies, part time butinesses.
You'll increase your take-home pay by
en
and even existing jobs have been set up
up to 25% without an increase in salary
as full fledged corporations. You don't
or even changing jobs in many cases. If
have to have a big business going to
you are an employer, learn how to
benefit. In fad, not many people realize
operate your business with independent
same very important Nets. There are
contractors rather than employees. This
30,000 new businesses formed in the
means that you'll have no payroll
U.S. each and every month. 98% of
records or withholding taxes to worry
them are small businesses. often just one
about. And you'll be complying with all
individual working from home.
.
I.R.S. guidelines. "The Incom flan" inTo gain all the advantages of Incotpo.
cludes forms, examples and sample letter
rating, it doesn't matter where you live,
agreement, to make it possible.
your age, race, or sex. AU that counts is
I personally guarantee your purchase
your idea. If you are looking for some
in the taken way 1 know. If you feel
new ideas, I believe my book will stimumy book is not all that I've described,
late you in that area. I do know many
return it undamaged within a fun year
strsall businessmen, housewives, hobbyand I'll promptly refund your money
ists, engineers, and lawyers who have
with no questions asked. If you should
acted on the suggeniona in my book. A
decide to return it, you may keep the
woman who was my farmer secretary is 'bonus incorn Portfolio for your trouble.
incorporated. She is now grossing over
To get your copy, write the words
830,000 working from her home by
"Corporation Book and Bonus" on a
providing a secretarial service Id me and
plain sheet of paper, along with your
other local businesses. She works her
name and address. Enclose a check for
own hours and has all the corporate ad814.95. There is no sales tax on your
vantages.
order and your purchase price is tax
I briefly mentioned that you can start
deductible. Mall your order to me, Ted
with no capital whatsoever. I know it
Nicholas, 010 Enterprise Publishing Co.„
can be done, since I have formed 18
Dept. R.B-7XC • , 1000 Oakfield Lane,
companies of my own, and I began each
Wilmington, Delaware 19810.
C/004
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hands of a desk officer from Counterinwhat Cubela's answer might be. Angletelligence who knew nothing of the antiton, who believed that all communist
Castro plots. This officer told the
activities basically started with the KGB,
Senate Intelligence Committee. thirteen
would have loved to find a Russian conyears later. that had he known about
spiracy. Unfortunately for that search,
the poison pen being slipped to
Lieutenant Colonel Yuri Nosenko of the
AM/ LASH "that would have become an
KGB, who had defected early in 1964,
absolutely vital factor in analyzing the
only offered information to counter
events surrounding the Kennedy assassisuch a theory. The report of his internation." The AMILASH case officer
rogation was tiled with a mass of
wrote his report on the Paris meeting on
material at the end of the Warren inNovember 24 and was ordered by Fitzvestigation, but never mentioned in the
gerald, he later testified, to omit
hearings." Angleton, to this day,
reference to the delivery of the poison
believes Nosenko was a plant, although
pen. The case officer was then quickly
the CIA—after three years of dealings
sent to another post."
with Nosenko as their prisoner—bad
On November 26, Helms cabled the
long ago concluded, as McCone disclosed
CIA gad= in Europe asking for "any
to me in September 1975, that Nosenko
scrap" of information that might' bear
told the truth,
an the Kennedy assassination. PromptThe Warren Commission did not
ly, one European station cabled back
press the CIA for information about
that it had information from "a
Oswald's Cuban associations, this
specified sensitive and reliable source"
' despite the fact—or perhaps because of
(electronic eavesdropping) indicating, as
the fact—that one of its members was
the sanitized Senate report put it. that
former CIA Director Allen Dulles. who
"AM/LASH was indiscreet In his conversations." Translated, this meant that
Major Cubela had talked so freely
about the plan to kill Castro that word
had been picked up. The cable was
quickly filed away; no mention of it was
made to the CIA officer coordinating
information on the Kennedy assassination. The CIA "coordinator," cut off
from any significant information touching on Cuba, was also not permitted to
know what the FBI had found out. He
completed a short report late in
December for President Johnson, barren
of any word of relevant CIA activisies."

A

te the creation of the Warren Cornmission, Counterintelligence Chief
James Angleton took over the CIA's
part of the investigation in January
1964. To make the cover-up accidentproof, he sought to ensure that the FBI
did not tell the commission anything the
CIA was trying to bide. FBI documents
reveal that Angleton contacted William
Sullivan of the FR!, saying that "it
would be well for both McCone and
Hoover to be aware that the eommission
might ask the same questions wondering _
whether they would get different replies
from the heads of the two agencies.""
Angleton gave examples of what questions might be asked and how they
should be answered:
It) Q. Was Oswald ever an agent
of the CIA?
A. No.
-(2) Q. Does the CIA have any
evidence showing that a conspiracy
existed to assassinate President
Kennedy?
A. No.
Angleton chose his team from his
own counterintelligence staff, which was
preoccupied with the Soviet Union and
the KGB. There was no one from Fitz.
gerald's task force on Cuba. Exhaustively, the Angleton group analyzed Oswald's activities, in the Soviet Union,
and assiduously it stayed away from
every Oswald link with Cuba. Indeed, as
the Senate report noted with astonish.ment, AMILASli, who still had access to
,high officials in Havana. "was never
asked about the assassination of President Kennedy in meetings with the CIA
in 1964 and 1965." It could only be
assumed that the CIA was afraid of
"SIC.V. pp. 24, 25, 27-26.
"SIC-V, pp. 29, 315
pp, 31, 49 n.1S.
"SION, pp. 57-59.
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knew about the early plots against
Castro. Of thirty-four requests for information from the Warren Commission
to the CIA, fifteen dealt with the Soviet
Union, one with Cuba. -That one asked
about Jack flyby's alleged visit to Cuba
in 1959. In the Warren Commission.
former Senator John Sherman Cooper
told the Senate committee, no word was
ever said about CIA and-Castro plots.
"The subject never came al3.•••""
CIA officials, such as Helms, who
knew about AM/LASH insisted in 1975
that there had been no reason to see any
connection with the Kennedy assassination." But in 1965, when the CIA
finally gave up on AM/LASH, fearing
that the operation had become too wide.
ly known and might blow up in its face,
the counterintelligence officer of the
task force on Cuba wrote this assessment fee the CIA:
The AM/LASH circle is wide and
each new friend of whom we learn
seems to have knowledge of plan. I
believe the problem is a more
serious and more basic one. Fidel
reportedly knew that this group was
plotting against him and once
enlisted its support. Hence, we cad.
"CSR, pp. 44-45, and appendix "Statement by Yuri Ivanovich Nosen ko."
"SIC-V, pp. 60, 67.
"SIC-V. p.71.

not rule out the possibility of provocation."
•
By then the Warren Commission—to
whom Helms had indicated that the case
would remain open—had gone out of
business.
"All the Government agencies have
fully discharged their responsibility to
cooperate," said this high board of inquiry, as It concluded:
...no evidence that Oswald was involved with any person or group in
a conspiracy to assassinate the President....
...no evidence to show that
Oswald was employed, persuaded,
or encouraged by any foreign
government to assassinate President
Kennedy..."

T

he Warren Commission's confidence
in 1964 that government agencies "fully
discharged their responsibility to
cooperate" sounded in 1976 like a

idea formed in his distorted mind.
Had the commission not been so completely sidetracked from every Cuban
lead, it might have found what this
reporter was able to find—buried in the
commission's own files or later dug up
in congressional investigations and from
other sources.
Where the "Castro revenge" theory
had run aground was on the lack of
evidence that Oswald had any contact
with anyone who knew about the CIA's
secret plotting against the Cuban leader.
But Oswald did not need to have such
contact to tenth the conclusion that
Castro, his hero, was being threatened
and that he, in turn, could became a
hero in Cuba by responding to the
threat.
Oswald, his wife Marina testified. was
an avid newspaper reader. On
September 9, 1963, Castro's Associated
Press interview was. printed on the gap
of page seven of the New Orleans
Times-Picayune. It started this way:
Havend (All—Prime Minister
Fidel Castro said Saturday night
"United States leaders" would be
in danger if they helped in any attempt to do away with leaders of
Cuba.
Bitterly denouncing what he
called recent US-prompted raids on
Cuban territory, Castro said, "We
are prepared to fight them and
answer in kind. United States
leaden should think that if they are
aiding terrorist plans to eliminate
Cuban leaders, they themselves will
not be safe."

The interview was not mentioned in
the Warren Commission's report. It was
not simply an oversight. A staff member, Wesley J. Liebeler, had written a
memorandum urging that attention be
paid to it, but General Counsel J. Lee
Rankin ruled against its inclusion on the
ground that there was no evidence that
. Oswald had seen it. Liebeler shot off
another memo saying that Rankin
seemed to be applying a different standard with regard to some Dallas leaflets
that Oswald had almost certainly never
seen, and he charged that the exclusion
of the Castro interview had "obvious
political overtones.""
The CIA's liaison officer with the
Warren Commission. Raymond Rocca,said=eleven years later—that he
though[ the Castro interview was pretty
important. In May 1975 Rocca wrote a
memorandum to the Rockefeller Commission expressing the personal view
that the Castro threat "represented a
More-than-ordinary attempt to get a
message on the record in the United
States" and that it "must be considered
of great significance in the light of the
pathological evolution of Oswald's
passive-aggressive make-up." When
Rocca wrote this, he still did not know
about his agency's anti-Castro plotting,
which would be revealed only a few
months later."

melancholy travesty as the final repot
of the Senate Intelligence Committee
concluded that "for different reasons,
bath the CIA and the FBI failed in, or
avoided carrying out, certain of their
responsibilities in this matter.""Tbe FBI
mainly covered up the extent of its contacts with Oswald; the CIA worked
assiduously to steer the Warren Commission away from any knowledge of its
own activities In Cuba.
Would anything be different if the
Warren Commission had not been so
manipulated?
The commission might have probcd
the "Castro retaliation" theory and run
up against lack of evidence of Cuban involvemenL It might have investigated
the alternate theory of the commission
staff—that Oswald could have been programmed by anti-Casito exiles to
simulate a pro-Castro assassination—
and also run up against i blank wall.
"See memo of Sept. 16, 1964. from
What the commission might have disLiebeler to Rankin: "Re: Quote from
covered was not evidence of a conNew Orleans Times•Picoynne of
spiracy, but a clear indication of what
September 9, 1963, concerning Fidel
set Oswald off. It probably could have
Castro's Speech." In the Warren Commission files. National Archives.
wound up its historic mission less baffled about his possible motive, less' -"Room's memo of May 30, 1973
Is timystified about when the assassination
tled: "Review of Selected Items in the use
Harvey Oswald Fite Regarding Allegations of the Castro Cuban Involvement
"SIC.V. p. 73.
in the John F. Kennedy Assassination."
"President's Commission to Investigate
In an interview on June 19, 1977 with
the Assassination of President John F.
Barbara Walters on ABC, Castro said
Kennedy, Final Report, September 1964.
he was reluctant to make charges
"SIC-V, p. 2.
against the late John and Robert KenThe New York Review

formed the United Nations or some
other official agency like Mai But who
would have believed me? People would
have said that Oswald was just mad, or
that I'd gone mad.... Then, too, after
soch a plot had been found out, we
would be blamed—for something we
had nothing to do with. It could have
been used as an excuse for another invasion try.""
"National Enquirer, "Fidel Castro Says
He' Knew of Oswald Threat to Kill
JFK," October 15,1961.
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W

hen Castro said the assassination
was "something we had nothing to do
with," he may not have been quite accurate. It was likely that Castro had had
an effect on Oswald that he did not
realize or preferred not to speculate
about. Former President Johnson, a
year before his death, told columnist
Marianne Means of his conviction that
Oswald acted "either under the influence or the orders of Castro."" The
"King Features Syndicate column, April
24, 1925.

and historian Marallon called "the most
authentic expression of the Spanish
revolutionary psychology" because it Inherited the moral equality of the face-toface society of the pueblo—the rural
small-town community. Anarchists, it is
argued, tried to inject its spirit of
humane spontaneous cooperation into a
harsh industrial society. I believe this to
be a popular fallacy. It is a measure of
Mr. Bookchin's misreading of rural sociology that he regards crop 'hating
(aparreila) as expressing "a rich sense
of fraternity"; it was and is a richly exploitative form of land tenure. The
"naggers" of Andalusia and Murcia left
the pueblo, hating its inequality and
poverty, for a better life in the industrial suburbs of Barcelona.

"influence" may have been as simpk as
reading Castro's public denunciation of
attempts on him and the warning of
possible retaliation.
The possibility that Oswald acted on
his own, inspired by Castro's statement,
cannot today be proved, but it has the
elements of the fortuitous and the
lunatic that sometimes govern history.
The "conspiracy," then, would have
been a conspiracy of interlocking
events—the incessant CIA plots to kill
Castro, touching off a Castro warning,

the revolutionary temper of the masses
could only be maintained by the revolutionary gymnastics of terrorism, insurrection, and violent strikes. The syndicalisu, on the other hand, rejected the
revolutionary optimism of there activists. The revolution, for them, was not
just around the corner, to be precipitated by an elite of activists; only a
disciplined mass movement, organized
in powerful syndicates, could overthrow
a corrupt bourgeois soClety.
Throughout, Mr. Bookchin's sympathies lie with the true-red revolutionaries
of the vapor de afinidod, small cells of
anarchists held together by shared
"moral instincts"; men like Buenaventura Durruti and Francisco Ascaso,
bank robbers for the cause, assassins of

Raymond Can
Let me put my cards on the table. I
regard Spanish anarchism as largely a
disaster, both for the workers' movement and for democracy in Spain. It is
all the harder to make this judgment
because the anarchist militants 1 have
known are moving in their sincerity, if
naive to the point of self-destruction.
To understand, alas, is not to pardon.
Murray Bookchin likewise exposes his
band on every page. For him Spanish
anarchism not only contributed to mold
a powerful and noble proletarian movement, unique in its revolutionary militancy, but in the libertarian commune
of its Utopia it provided a model for the
only satisfactory society of the future.
Mr. Bookchin, I take it, would agree
with me that the division of the Spanish
labor movement between the disciples of
Bakunin and Marx was its tragedy. To
Marxist socialists the anarchist militants
were a gang of pistol-toting vegetarians;
to the anarchists the socialists were a
pusillanimous collection of authoritarian, Faceless bureaucrats smelling of
Marxist "German beer." Mr. Bookchin's sympathies are almost repulsively
evident: every reference to the socialists
is cast in a tone of contempt for their
revolutionary impotence: they were
"soulless" organizers of a movement
that was only a mirror image of the
hierarchical society it was the duty of
revolutionaries to destroy. Largo
Caballero, the leader of the socialist
union, the UGT, during the 1920s and
1930s, may have overindulged in revolutionary rhetoric only to fail the anarchist CNT revolutionaries when the moman of truth came; but he was more
than a "cynical Socialist union boss."
Other prejudices in this book are Isom.
monplacts of anti-clericalism: village
.priests with "a sinister reputation' for
butchery," M.

According to Mr. Bookchin, anarchism became what the liberal doctor

That an all-or-nothing creed like anarchism, with its millenarian overtones
and its total rejection of the society and
the state of the "powerful ones," ap.
pealed directly to the half-starved
landless laborers of the Andalusian
latifundia no one can doubt. They were
the primitive rebels, the disinherited on
whom Bakunin set his revolutionary
hopes. Anarchism became a lesions
force only when it combined with syndicalism in 1910 and 1911 to create the
National Confederation of Labor, the
CNT, which by 1919 was the dominant
force in the labor world of Barcelona,
Saragossa. and much of the Levante.
Mr. Bookchin's highly readable and
perceptive study follows anarchism from
its introduction into Spain in 1868 (by
an Italian Bakunist who could speak no
Spanish) until the outbreak of the Civil
War in 1936. As he emphasizes, the
loose organization of the CNT (there
was no paid union bureaucracy and
"leader" was a term of abuse in anarchist language) and the emphasis on
revolutionary spontaneity allowed two
quite contradictory tendencies to coexist within the labor movement. There
were the activist anarchists, the heirs of
the "propagandists by deed," the bomb
throwers of the 1890s, who believed that

archbishops and policemen. As for the
syndicalism like Angel Pestalla and
Salvador Segui, struggling against the
wild men to build up mass revolutionary
unions, to the grupos dr aftnidad they
weakened the revolutionary Elan by
compromise and ill-considered attempts
to come to some understanding with the
"pragmatic"—to Mr. Bookchia a word
of abuse—socialist unions.
•
Abel Paz's biography of Durruti, the
martyr hero of anarchism, is appallingly
- translated, and misleading when it
moves outside the closed world of anarchism, while its reconstructed speeches
are instruments of a post-mortem apo;
logia. But it gives a sulkies portrait of
the puritan activist. so convinced of the
moral superiority of the anarchist vision
that those who resisted its realization
must be perverse. The revolution may
be defeated, its militants slaughtered
and imprisoned, but Durruti held it
must triumph in the end. He believed
the Spain of the Thirties was in a pre.
revolutionary period, hence he supported such hopeless ventures in Putschism as the insurrections of January 1932
and December 1933. "There are no prerevolutionary periods without many vietims, but in the end victory is assured."
Not by the processes of history. as
Marxists argued, but because the laser-

touching off something in the fevered
mind of Lee Harvey Oswald.
It would be comforting to know that
Oswald acted on his own—not as part
of some dark left-wing or right-wing
plot to strike down a president. It is less
comforting to realize that the chain of
events may have started with the
reckless plotting of the CIA against
Castro, perhaps in pursuit of what it
thought to be Kennedy's aim. An arrow
launched into the air to kill a foreign
leader may well hive fallen back to kill
our OWL
❑

Lariats idea, by its sheer moral excel knee, must replace a corrupt bourgeois
society. A bank robber, through whose
hands passed millions of pesetas. Dup.
rud was shot at the Madrid front in
1936. All he left was a worn-out suitcase
with a few shabby clothes.
Mr- Bookchin's apologia for political
assassinations takes some swallowing.
They did, indeed, create a "political
vacuum" in the bourgeois state by
knocking off three prime ministers;
whether they were the expression of a
"deep hurtutaity" is another matter.
Though he hints at it, Mr. Bookchin
does one face up to the fact that, as Victor Serge pointed out, some anarchists
operated on the frontiers of the criminal
underworld or were, in Pestana's
phrase, "bully boys" running protection
rackets. Given the attitude of anarchists
to criminals this Is scarcely surprising:
"Man is by nature good," ran the resolution of the CNT Congress of 1936,
and "delinquency is a logical consequence of the state of social injustice in
which we live." The saint and the sinner
were separated by a paper-thin partition
In their Dostoevskian world. As Joaquin
Romero has pointed out, besides puritanical revolutionaries like Durruti, the
activists included unstable adolescents
for whom bombs were a means of liberation from a hostile world or their own
complexes. Anyone who has been to
Belfast will sense the parallel.
entirely accept Bookchin's and Paz's
argument that police and military repression combined with the intransigence of the Catalan bourgeoisie to
make any form of reformist socialism a
dead loss during the 1920s. The violence
of society induces a violent countersociety. nut violence is always a vicious
circle. One act of propaganda by deed
could unleash and "justify" repression,
enabling the military and the police to
defy the civil authorities and to rotund
up thousands of militants, removing the
"moderate" syndicalism to jail and leaving the CNT at the mercy of the wild
men of the action groups. Every act of
police repression unleashed, in its turn,
a new cycle of violence and assassination as a reprisal.
The trouble with the FAI—the group
of dedicated anarchists from the snipes
do eillitidad, determined to maintain the
revolutionary temper of the CNT and
pure of any unionist, economist deviation—woo that, to them, all bourgeois
governments were equally corrupt. Such
socialists as Largo Caballero were considered "hangmen," morally indistin.
gun/sable from the organizer of employers' gang terrorism against the CNT in
1919. General Martinez Aikido, whom
the philosopher Unamuno called "a
pure brute."
(Continued an page 27)
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